SERVICE BRIEF

Azure Optimization Assessment
Realize the full value of Azure

Azure is an excellent cloud to
migrate your organization’s
infrastructure and applications
to, but getting there is only part
of the way to achieve greater IT
agility and reduce IT spend.
Making sure that you’re using
your Azure cloud optimally is
just as critical, so you don’t
overspend on resources you
don’t need.
If you have migrated a part or all of your IT estate
to Azure, but don’t believe you are receiving the full
value of the cloud, an Azure Optimization
Assessment can identify those areas that could be
improved.
Whether it’s governance and management, security,
architecture, or cost reduction, Navisite can assist
with actionable recommendations.

Service
The Azure Optimization Assessment is a quick
project service designed to find areas of efficiency
and improvement for your Azure deployment. As an
Azure Expert MSP, Navisite’s 120+ Azure engineers
assess and optimize your Azure deployment, to
make sure your Azure cloud is properly designed
and configured for four key areas:
GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

Gain insights into ways to improve cloud
governance and management so your infrastructure
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runs efficiently and is automated for accelerated
service delivery.
AZURE CLOUD ARCHITECTURE

Ensure your cloud deployment is designed using
industry best practices and built to scale, to make
sure you meet your performance and uptime
commitments to the business, and affords future
opportunity as needed.
SECURITY

Understand your security posture fully, ensuring
you can run any app with confidence, reduce
incidents and achieve compliance.
COST OPTIMIZATION

Identify real cost savings opportunities that will help
you avoid runaway costs for better ROI on your
cloud investment, while optimizing resources for
most effective usage.
The service is tailored to your needs, you choose
what areas are most important to you and your
cloud infrastructure. The service can cover one or
more of the specific domains for review so you get
the results you are interested in efficiently and
quickly. Often optimization assessment are
completed in only a few weeks.

Deliverables
Navisite provides comprehensive deliverables that
include a report illustrating specific current-state
findings, and recommendations for each of the
areas you elect to focus on.
The cost optimization review incorporates a full set
of recommendations to help reduce your Azure
spend in a sustainable way through right-sizing,
consolidation, architecture improvements, and other
key areas of focus.

It is common for cost optimization assessments to
uncover opportunities for Azure cost reductions of
up to 25% for un-optimized environments.

BENEFITS OF OPTIMIZATION
•

•

•
•

•

Reduce Azure spend –Target at least a 2x
reduction in Azure spend vs. optimization
project costs
Faster time-to-value – Enhance IT agility
through optimized use of cloud resources
and automation
Lower risk – Understand optimum Azure
security concepts and leverage them
Enable compliance – Aiding clients in
meeting requirements for data resiliency
and compliance
Deliver greater value – Put in place
governance and managed controls to
support cloud growth

AT A GLANCE

•

•

•
•

•

Self-funding, quick project service
that finds cost saving opportunities
for your Azure deployment
Enhance your Azure cloud
governance, deployment and
orchestration using native tools
Understand your security posture
better
Ensure improved performance and
availability of your Azure
deployment through architecture
reviews
Actionable results that can acted on
right away

Navisite’s Managed Azure
Navigating Azure’s services and adapting them to
the specific requirements of your business—and
doing all of that in a timely, cost-effective way—
requires a significant investment in people and
expertise, something most organizations don’t have,
and not uncommonly challenged to obtain.
That’s a key reason Microsoft selected Navisite as
one of their four Azure Centers of Excellence
(COE), and an Azure Expert MSP. With one of the
largest staffs of Azure-certified employees in the
industry, Navisite has the people and expertise you
can rely on to exploit the full power of Azure’s
leading-edge capabilities in hybrid cloud
functionality, cloud security and application
availability.
Navisite’s Azure Management Services are
complementary service that could help to solve any
findings that surface during the optimization
assessment.
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Interested in learning more about how to optimize
your Azure cloud deployment?
Call us in the U.S. at (888) 298-8222 or
0800.612.2933 in the UK, visit our Azure
Optimization Services page, or contact us for
additional information.

